ADDITIONAL ELIGIBILITY RULE FOR 2021 CHAMPIONSHIPS FOR DRESSAGE, EVENTING AND SHOW JUMPING

In addition to the Eligibility Rules in the 2020 Rule Books for the above Sports, the following will also apply:

DRESSAGE

Additional eligibility rule for OPEN and INTERMEDIATE for 2021 ONLY.

Any members wishing to compete in the Open or Intermediate dressage classes at the Pony Club Championships in 2021 must compete at their Area qualifying competition in 2021. The horse and rider must fulfil the current entry criteria to be eligible to compete.

If a member who qualified for the Pony Club Open/Intermediate Championships in 2019 either as an individual or as a member of a team does not qualify either as an individual or as a member of a team for the Pony Club Championships at their Area competition in 2021, the member (not necessarily the combination of horse and rider) may use their 2019 qualification to enter the Pony Club Open/Intermediate Championships in 2021 as an individual provided that both the rider and the horse entered at the Pony Club Championships 2021 fulfil the current eligibility requirements.

SHOW JUMPING

Additional eligibility rule for PC110 and PC100 for 2021 ONLY.

All members wishing to compete in the PC110 or PC100 at the Pony Club Championships in 2021 must compete at their Area qualifying competition in 2021. They must fulfil the current entry criteria to be eligible to compete. If a member who qualified as an individual for the Pony Club Championships in 2019 does not qualify as an individual for the Pony Club Championships at the Area competition in 2021, the member (not necessarily the combination of horse and rider) may use their 2019 qualification to enter the Pony Club Championships in 2021 PROVIDED THAT:

i. the rider has no more than 20 penalties across both rounds at the Area competition in 2021; AND

ii. both the rider and the horse entered at the Pony Club Championships fulfil the current eligibility requirements.
EVENTING

In addition to the Eligibility Rules in the 2020 Eventing Rule Book, the following will also apply for 2021:

1. If a member who qualified for the 2019 Pony Club PC110 Championships as an individual or as a member of a team, does not qualify as an individual or as a member of a team for the PC100+ Championships, the member (not necessarily the combination of horse and rider) may use their 2019 PC110 qualification to enter the PC100+ Championships as an individual

   PROVIDED THAT

   a) the member competed in either the PC110 or PC100+ class at their 2021 Area qualifying competition: AND
   b) the rider completed the Area qualifying competition in 2021 with no more than 12 faults in the show jumping phase and no jumping penalties cross country; AND
   c) both the rider and the horse entered at the Pony Club Championships fulfil the current eligibility requirements.

2. If a member who qualified for the 2019 Pony Club PC100 Championships as an individual or as a member of a team does not qualify for the PC100 Championships as an individual or as a member of a team at the 2021 Area PC100 qualifying competition, the member (not necessarily the combination of horse and rider) may use their 2019 PC100 qualification to enter the PC100 Championships as an individual

   PROVIDED THAT

   a) the member competed in the PC100 class at their 2021 Area qualifying competition; AND
   b) the rider completed the Area qualifying competition in 2021 with no more than 12 faults in the show jumping phase and no jumping penalties cross country; AND
   c) both the rider and the horse entered at the Pony Club Championships fulfil the current eligibility requirements.
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